“ON ENSURING OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS OF
INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS”

prepare an Opinion on the draft Law of Ukraine “On ensuring of rights and freedoms of
internally displaced persons” №
August 2014 (“draft Law”).

persons (“IDPs), from a human rights perspective, in particular in the light of the European
“On internally displaced persons”). This recommendation essentially builds on the United

pe (“PACE”)
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ne’s obligation to prevent internal
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Provides that the “support” and the safeguard of the rights o
“expenditure obligations” of Ukraine and local governments (Art 15); comprises

-

See among other cases, Saghinadze and others v. Georgia, Khamidov v. Russia, Gulmammadova v. Azerbaijan,
Ǥǡǲ Ǥ
For example, decision of the European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR) on collective complaint 52/2008 COHRE
v Croatia, decision of 22 June 2010.
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mentioned principles define IDPs as “

“ The quality

stateless persons. Moreover, PACE Rec 1424 (1999) on “
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, particularly in Kosovo and Montenegro”
“all internally displaced persons in need of prote
”
he draft Law under consideration provides in its “Final and Transitional
provisions” that “
force of this Law shall … prepare and submit for consideration of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine proposals regarding amendments and additions to the Laws of Ukraine “On legal status
of foreign citizens and stateless persons”, “on refugees and persons in need of complementary
protection”, “on the Unified demographic registry and documents that
Ukraine and identify a person’s special status” that will ensure provisions similar to those
mentioned in this law for such categories as foreign citizens, refugees and stateless persons”
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It is, of course, to be understood that the quality of “IDP”

draft law indicates as one of the reasons for displacement the “
” violations of
human rights. By contrast, the UN Guiding principles’ definition does not contain the adjective
“massive”, but simply refer to “human rights violations”.
rights violations as “massive” in the definition of IDPs

(2006)6 the Committee of Ministers stated: ”…..
should be ensured”.
“to continue to support the process
of IDPs”
UN Guiding principles set as aim of protection to be granted “
“.
residence “and further re integration” as one of the objectives of the measures to be taken by
erms “
” must be understood as referring
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It is therefore suggested to add “

” before the word “return” in Article 2.

return or reintegration of IDPs, it is advisable to add “

” as prescribed in the

The last sentence could thus read: “
”.

№7,
“Internally displaced persons shall be provided with all documents necessary for the effective
unreasonable conditions being imposed”.

administration’s inability to cope with the number of applications as a result of massive influx of
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equires “the central
executive body responsible for implementing migration policies” to “facilitate re
”. This provision rightly and fully refl
“Member states shall, in accordance with

information they may have on his/her whereabouts”.

“Internally displaced persons are entitled to

deprivation should give rise to adequate compensation”.
“Every natural or legal person is entitled
ational law. ...” Moreover, in its judgment in the case of “Saghinadze and
others v. Georgia” (Application no. 18768/05) the European Court for Human rights stated that
“the concept of “possessions” in the first part of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 has an a
classifications in domestic law……..”.
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specify the “central executive body” that will be entrusted with the
supervision and coordination of IDP’s protection in the law. The uncertainty as to which

“coordination centre” tasks, foreseen in para 8 of the same final and transitional provisions.

that the commission of “
” is a ground for withdrawing

“place of stay”, “factual place of stay”,
“factual place of residence” that might cause confusion.

of IDPs’ rights.
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